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Duke Ellington was a master of the concerto in jazz music. He was such a master that he wrote for specific players in his ensemble, not just specific instruments. He did not write a concerto for trumpet; instead he wrote a “Concerto for Cootie”. His compositions were personalized and reflected the best characteristics of the musician for whom he was writing. Echoes of Harlem is a great example that was written to feature Cootie Williams (it was later replaced by “Concerto for Cootie”). Cootie’s use of the plunger with a pixie mute gave him a unique sound around which Ellington would lean and craft his composition. As you approach this music with your ensemble, it is important to remember that though you are recreating an Ellington composition and arrangement, you are also featuring your own great soloist who has an individual voice. You are not simply asking your trumpeter to be Cootie Williams, but you are asking him or her to be an individual who has studied and been influenced by Cootie and other great jazz musicians. It will be important for that student to understand the language that he is creating within but also find his own expression of that language. As always, the best way to begin is through listening.

Listening to the Soloist

Begin by listening to the original 1936 Ellington recording featuring Cootie Williams. What should strike you immediately is how Cootie’s sound differs from that of Bubber Miley (listen to East St Louis Toodl-oo for reference). Williams’ sound is much “sweeter” and less raspy than Miley’s. Williams has a warm lyrical, singing quality to his sound versus a more punchy, articulated sound. Williams’ use of the plunger is used more to create a softer type vocal articulation allowing him to bend notes where necessary or soften his attack. Miley’s use is often for effect, that is, growls, cries, “wops”, etc. This is not to say one sound is better than the other; it is simply to observe that each sound is unique.
to the musician. It will be important for your trumpeter to figure out how he or she wants to “sing” through the instrument. Listen to examples such as the 1951 Roy Eldridge recording and you’ll notice that he chooses not use the plunger mute but still gets a very personal muted sound. Also listen to how Eldridge’s sound differs on the note’s sustain of his before his cut off. His use of vibrato to there really personalizes his voice. The bottom line is that there is no one way to create a personal sound and your student must keep in mind that he is trying to find his own voice.

Another difference that you will notice in the recordings is the tempo. The original recording has a more loping tempo like the trot of a horse. But you’ll notice the tempo of the Roy Eldridge recording is quite a bit slower, thus allowing for Eldridge to be extremely bluesy and float over the time, even more so than Cootie. Again, one style is not better than the other, just different allowing each musician to sing in his own way. We’ll come back to the soloist later on.

**Ensemble**

Focus your students’ attention now to the ensemble. The beauty of Ellington’s writing is in how he balances the soloist to the ensemble, never distracting the attention away from the soloist. Notice the balance of the saxophones (then the brass) to the soloist at letter C. The soloist must be heard clearly over the background chords. Also, the balance of the chords themselves within the section is crucial. Keep this in mind also when the ensemble takes the melody. At letter D, for example, the saxophones take the melody. Generally we want to make sure that everyone in the section balances to the lead player. However, in this case, notice that the lead alto and the baritone are doubled and the sound of those two instruments as one is what Duke is trying to create. Be sure that the alto and bari match articulation, phrasing, feel, etc. and that the rest of the section balances to that.

The articulation is going to be key in making sure the feel retains a bounce and swings. A perfect example is at letter C. You’ll notice that the saxophone part is written with tenuto markings. Often we see tenuto and interpret them to mean legato. However,
these markings are only an indication of note length, not attack. There should still be emphasist given to the upbeats, though not with a heavy tongue. Further, though the notes are marked long, there should still be a little daylight after the first quarter note. Sing the phrase as articulated below:

The same will be true of the brass articulations. The long notes still need to be articulated to swing.

*Now turn your attentions to the articulations at letter F. You’ll notice on the recording that the sound of the saxophones is purposefully different from the sound at letter D. The saxophones play the melody with a pretty smooth articulation at letters D and E, but to contrast that sound they use more tongue at letter F to get more punch. This slight difference in articulation makes a huge difference in musical effect. With whatever articulations you choose to employ, be sure that they are uniform and purposeful.*

*Rhythm Section*

The rhythm section’s groove sets the mood for the trumpet soloist to float over. The sound of the piano/bass ostinato is like a gentle trot. It should not be heavy and should reflect the swing feel throughout. Though it is written as a dotted 8\textsuperscript{th} note followed by a 16\textsuperscript{th}, it should be interpreted as triplets as below:

At whatever tempo you choose to play this piece, be sure that everyone is singing subdivided triplets so that the quarter note pulse locks. The guitarist playing a Freddie Green-like
quarter note feel will be the metronome for the section. Everyone should lock to his or her beat. A slight emphasis on beats 2 and 4 will help this section to groove a little better, but don’t over do it. By the time the drums enter the groove should shift to a natural walking four feel without the emphasis on beats 2 and 4 from the guitar, even when the bass plays the shuffle pattern again (4TH measure of letter C). There is no need to ever be too busy in this chart. Instead, be sure the focus is on laying down a solid groove, four on the floor, tight hi-hat and locking with the bass and guitar.

**Soloist**

As stated earlier, this is a concerto for trumpet and jazz band. Though Cootie Williams has been transcribed in his entirety here, it is important to keep in mind that much of what he played was improvised. And though I do recommend that your trumpet soloist learn the Cootie Williams solo for reference (style, harmonic approaches, etc.), I also recommend learning the basic theme and then improvising on that theme. If you listen to the original Ellington recording, then listen to the 1945 of Cootie Williams’ own recording, you will notice that he plays the same basic opening theme but embellishes it differently. Remember that improvising does not have to mean playing something new all of the time. It simply means to deviate from the original melody with musical purpose. Listen, for example, to the Jazz at Lincoln Center Orchestra rehearsal of this piece. You will notice that Wynton Marsalis plays the theme pretty much as written but embellishes attacks, falls, growls and other interpretive devices. As the soloist starts to dialogue and interact with the other sections of the band, then there is more room for freer improvising. Harmonically there is not a lot to worry about. Rely heavily on bluesy sounds making good use of the flatted 5TH. The key will be your stylistic approach. The slow tempo will allow you to sing lyrically much of the time without having to sound metered. I recommend not only listening to trumpet soloists but also to blues singers to understand how they create melodic lines. For example, blues singers like to end phrases in a descending motion. Notice how Cootie Williams emulates that vocal quality in this passage from the end of the chart:
Notice where he starts his idea and where he ends. Even when he goes to the higher register, he uses that descending motion to create the bluesy sound. Check out recordings of great blues singers ranging from Bessie Smith to Muddy Waters and you will hear the same effect.

**Make It Your Own**

Finally, it is time to think about your own approach to this classic. The structure of this chart is very short, following a common sonata form (exposition, development and recapitulation). Considering the form, you must be careful as to how you open this up so that the flow of the form is still present. You may decide to open it up at the beginning before the statement of the first theme or possibly extending things at the recapitulation before the final cadenza. If you want to open it up in the middle, be conscious of the interaction of the reeds and brass so that whatever is done still makes sense to the overall flow of the chart. A great choice may also be to have your soloist play an extended cadenza before the final band cadence. You know your students and your band’s strengths. Be sure to take full advantage of them and, most importantly, have FUN playing this music!